
Let it Snow Book Club


1. What do you think of the 1st person narration?

2. This book is 3 interconnected stories set during the same event, how does it work?

3. Which is your favorite story?

4. In the Jubilee Express, do you like Jubilee?

5. What do you think of her name?

6. Do you like Noah Price, Jubliee’s boyfriend?

7. Does the Flobie Santa Village sound realistic?

8. What do you think of a train ride in the snow?

9. Are the cheerleaders actual characters?

10. Would you leave the train to go to the Waffle House?

11. Why do you think Jubilee went off with Stuart who she just met?

12. How awkward would you feel with strangers on Christmas morning?

13. Are you proud of Jubilee for ending it with Noah first?

14. What do you think of “perfect” significant others?

15. Did you like the story?

16. In the second story, A Cheertastic Christmas Miracle, what do you think of the boys?

17. Do you like that the stories are truly intertwined?

18. Who is your favorite character in all of the stories?

19. Would teenage boys really risk their lives in a snow storm to journey to a Waffle House full 

of cheerleaders?

20. What do you think of the Duke and does everyone in this story have the worst names?

21. Is the journey to the Waffle House in the snow interesting?

22. Why do you think Tinfoil Guy is in every story?

23. Does the relationship between Tobin and the Duke make sense?

24. What do you think of “The Patron Saint of Pigs?”

25. Why do you think Addie cut off her lovely blonde hair and dyed the remains pink?

26. Does it feel like all three stories take place in the same town?

27. Is it unreasonable for Addie to want Jeb to change for her?

28. Do you like Addie?

29. Does she grow as person in the story?

30. Is Addie self absorbed?

31. Does the popular culture in the book like Starbucks, Waffle House, James Bond and An 

Affair to Remember date the story?

32. What did you think of the time jumping in the last story?

33. How did you feel about Addie forgetting to pick up Tegan’s pig?

34. Did you like seeing Duke and Tobin in Starbucks in Addie’s story?

35. Do you like the idea of a bored senior citizen deciding to become a Christmas Angel 

especially after Christmas?

36. Were you happy to see Stuart and Jubilee in Starbucks?

37. Did you like the ending of the story?

38. What did you think of the book as a whole?



